Scandalous Behavior: Advice on Dating for Women and Love Stories

I have hung out with girls all my life, who I
think are more intelligent than men, and the
only form of communication I had where I
could learn anything of substance was from
women. When you are always in the
company of women, you always hear both
sides of the real story, not the macho and
overly exaggerated facts that men give. So
really, in essence, women made me the
womanizer that I became. I learned so
much about women being around them on
a constant basis. Its like a wolf among
sheep. Women have an overwhelming
desire to mother you or to think that they
can mold you and try to change you into
the imaginary man or husband that they
really want, when most women themselves
dont really know. Thats the principal
reason I wrote this novel.
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